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A WIDE{BAND UNIFORM SAMPLING

OF PERIODIC SIGNALS
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and Darko Radjenovi�c

Abstract. This paper describes a method for a uniform sampling of periodic
signals based on using successive f ! V and V ! f conversion. It is shown
that a conventional analogue{to{frequency converter is suitable to be used as
a controllable pulse generator providing the sampling pulses the frequency of
which is proportional to the sampled signal frequency. The proposed approach
eliminates disadvantages of conventional methods: jitter inherent to imple-
mentation of phase{locked{loop and truncation error of programmable pulse{
rate{divider. This allows implementation of the double{conversion method in
high precision industrial and laboratory measurement instrumentation. The
practical solution is described and the experimental results are also presented.

1. Introduction

Digital methods of processing has been widely used for the past two
decades in digital instrumentation for the measurement of various periodic
quantities. Uniform sampling strategy has been theoretically studied [1]{[4]
and successfully implemented in many applications. A uniform sampling{
time pulse generator (STPG), providing for M output pulses equally (reg-
ularly) spaced over the time interval consisting of the integer number N of
the input signal periods, could be regarded as a frequency multiplier

fs = kfm; (1)

where fs is the sampling rate, fm is the frequency of sampled signal and
k =M=N is the transfer constant.
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Operating principles of conventional uniform sampling{time pulse gen-
erators are based on programmable frequency divider (PFD) or phase{lock-
ed{loop (PLL). A sampling{time pulse generator (STPG) based on the pro-
grammable frequency divider method consists of an oscillator providing a
pulse{train of a stable, reference frequency and a programmable counter{
divider with a capacity proportional to the input signal period. It is a well
known digital frequency multiplying technique which is used in communica-
tions, image processing, spectral analysis etc. The methods for noninteger
frequency multiplication have also been developed [5]. In the precision mea-
surements, the PFD method is primarily useful at relatively low sampling
frequencies and as such has been implemented in microprocessor{based in-
strumentation with relatively low number of samples per sampled signal pe-
riod [6]-[9]. Although the reference frequency does not appear in the transfer
characteristic of the sampling generator, it determines the performance of
the STPG. With either integer or fractional frequency multiplication, this
method assumes that the instantaneous sampling period can take discrete
values only since it is a multiple of a reference clock period. A �nite res-
olution of sampling period means a truncation error in the determining of
the sampling interval and non{uniform sampling as a result. Thus, a trade{
o� between the accuracy and the sampling rate has to be accepted. PLL
method is a closed{loop method providing phase lock between the input
signal and the feedback signal derived from the voltage{controlled oscillator
(VCO) output signal through the appropriate pulse{rate divider [10]. The
PLL systems (analog or digital) are widely used in communication, acoustics,
control and measurement systems. In the steady state, the average value of
the output pulse{rate is exactly equal to the input signal frequency multi-
plied by the division factor in the feedback loop. This property has been
implemented for high resolution digital measurement of AC power frequency
as well as for tachometers and automatic speed control od DC motor. In
the �eld of fractional-N frequency synthesis more sophisticated techniques
have been developed to provide noninteger frequency multiplication factor.
A sampling frequency in order of tensMHz may be achieved using standard
integrated PLL circuits. However, wide operating range, short response time
and low output frequency jitter, caused by the residual ripple at the output
of low-pass �lter, are contradictory design requests, seriously limiting the
performance of the basic PLL circuits when high precision measurements is
to be considerd [11], [12]. When the loop �lter is selected to provide high
dynamic stability, the capture range becomes narrow and additional atten-
tion have to be paid to enable the PLL circuit to tracks the frequency of
the input signal and to prevent the out{of{lock condition [13]. The lock{in
state is to be monitored to ensure regular sampling [11], [14]. The change of
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the sampled signal fundamental frequency from 50 Hz to 60 Hz requires an
appropriate change of the �lter parameters [11], [14]. The PLL lock range
can be extended also by switching of the gain of the loop, by introducing
automatic gain control for the phase detector output signal or by using an
additional frequency discriminator [11]. But, these methods a�ect the VCO
input and therefore the timing of sampling period. In the �eld of frequency
synthesis more sophisticated, microprocessor based, techniques are devel-
oped to provide frequency multiplication factor which is not integer and to
extend the lock range [15]. Generally, for high accuracy measurements of
periodic quantities in power systems based on sampled data processing, this
approach can be considered as satisfactory in the narrow frequency range
only [11], [14], [16]. The objective of this paper is to present a new approach
to the sampling{time pulse generator design based on the open{loop struc-
ture, providing high accuracy of multiplication factor and ensuring precision
timing of output signal at high sampling rate. The proposed implementa-
tion of double conversion, from pulse to analog and backwards from analog
to pulse, provide the linear transformation fm ! fs in a wide range of input
(sampled) signal frequencies without the truncation error and without the
stability problems.

2. Operating principle of double{conversion
sampling{time pulse generator

Linear transformation fm ! fs can be performed using successive
frequency{to{voltage and voltage{to{frequency conversion. Linear V=f con-
verter having the transfer function

f = kfV; (2)

where V is input voltage and kf converter transfer constant, is in fact a
controllable pulse{generator, which could be used as a sampling{time pulse-
generator. In order to satisfy relation (1), it is su�cient to apply, at the
input of V=f converter, the voltage V proportional to the sampled signal
frequency fm

V = kvfm: (3)

Generally, a condition to achieve desired linear conversion fm ! fs is
ful�lled if the f ! V and V ! f transformations are de�ned by a pair of in-
verse functions. As opposed to a PLL{based sampling{time pulse generator,
this open-loop structure has no dynamic stability problem. Residual ripple
at f=V converter output produces jitter, but it can be reduced to an arbi-
trarily speci�ed level. This will reect on the response time but without any
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inuence on the STPG stability or on the accuracy of the frequency multipli-
cation. Precision measurements of periodic signals are primarily associated
with measurements of electric quantities in AC power systems. Power net-
work frequency deviates from its nominal value every time the power balance
between generation and consumption is disturbed. As a quantity which is
directly related to the energy stored in the power network, the line frequency
is an inherently low rate{of{change variable. Therefore, fast response is not
a requirement of the highest priority in a sampling{time pulse generator
design.

2.1. Design

There are various commercially available integrated circuits capable
to perform required conversions. Since the operating conditions for f=V
and V=f conversion in an STPG are signi�cantly di�erent, the best cost-
performance ratio has to be found. The input f=V converter operates at
lower frequencies, consequently its high performance is easier to ensure. The
performance of V=f is critical when a high sampling{rate is required. There-
fore, a wide{range highly linear converter is necessary to implement. Using
low{cost integrated V=f converters, such as LM331 and V FC320, the rela-
tive error less than 300 �Hz=Hz can be obtained at input signal frequencies
from 1 Hz to 100 Hz for k = 2000 [17]. The short-term stability of transfer
constant of such an solution is in order of�20 ppm=h and�50 ppm=day. The
main source of error is the drift of 'zero' which is in order of �250 �Hz=day.
In the range from 30 Hz to 80 Hz the relative nonlinearity error (max-
imum deviation of the STPG input/output characteristics from a stright
line drown through its end points) can be lower than 20 �Hz=Hz. Gener-
ally, the nonlinearity of the V=f converter is the dominant error source for
high values of multiplication factor k. However, even for k = 10000 in the
range �10 % of nominal power frequency the relative nonlinearity error is
still lower than 200 �Hz=Hz.

3. High{performance double-conversion
sampling{time pulse generator

Fig. 1 presents the proposed structure of the double-conversion samp-
ling{time pulse generator o�ering a high accuracy in a wide range of input
frequencies. Frequency{to{voltage conversion is performed using a pulse{
wave{shaping: an input signal is transformed into the rectangular pulse
train of the same frequency fm , with constant amplitude VR and constant
pulse width T1 . The average value Va of such a pulse train is proportional
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to the frequency fm
Va = T1VRfm: (4)

Fig. 1. Blok diagram the sampling-time pulse generator

based on successive f ! V and V ! f conversion

The voltage{to{pulse{rate converter is a nonlinear feedback system
composed of an integrator, comparator, monostable circuit and pulse{amp-
litude{modulator. A necessary condition to set this system in oscillating
mode is that the input voltage is nonnegative and less than reference voltage
VR. A monostable circuit is triggered every time when the integrator output
is increased above the predetermined constant level (comparator threshold).
In the steady-state the balance is established between the input v(t) and a
feedback signal vr(t) which is a train of rectangular pulses with duration T2
and amplitude VR. The time interval between the two successive pulses, i.e.
the period of oscillation Ts, is determined by an integral equation

Z Ts

0

[v(t) � vr(t)]dt = 0: (5)

As a consequence, the oscillation frequency fS is given by

fs =
1

T2

V

VR
; (6)

where V is the average value of the input voltage v(t) during the time interval
Ts

V =
1

Ts

Z Ts

0

v(t)dt: (7)
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The above structure may be considered as an inverse picture of the
modulator{demodulator structure used for precision ampli�cation of low{
level analog signals. The goal of this paper is to show that new approach
provides better performances than conventional methods for STPG design.
The transfer constant of the system has no physical dimension. It is de-
termined by the gain ka (de�ned by a ratio of resistances) of the averaging
circuit multiplied by the ratio of time intervals

k = ka
T1
T2
: (8)

Therefore, performance of this STPG based on double-conversion does
not depend on the reference voltage VR which de�nes the amplitude of pulses.
Moreover, since both of the time intervals T1 and T2 are de�ned digitally,
e.g. in terms of referent clock period TR

T1 = N1TR T2 = N2TR; (9)

where N1 and N2 are integers, the transfer constant k is

k = ka
N1

N2

: (10)

It is independent of the clock period (assuming that only low{speed
change i.e. drift exists) what ensures both high temperature and long{term
stability of conversion. A sampling{time generator based on the proposed
method was developed and tested. A slightly simpli�ed schematic of custom
designed circuit is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A simpli�ed schematic circuit of the double{conversion

sampling{time pulse generator
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The digital monostable circuit in the f=V converter is implemented by
means of a presetable down counter. A special attention was paid to the
design of the pulse amplitude modulator in order to minimize the e�ect
of analog switch{on resistance on the transfer constant. A digital part of
the generator was built using an in-system programmable complex logic de-
vice (CPLD) enabling computer control of the input and output frequency
range. The output frequency relative error �fs=fs of realized STPG proto-
type for the input (sampled) signal frequency in the range from 20 Hz to
100 Hz is shown in Fig. 3. The gain drift is in order of �4 ppm=day. At
20 Hz input frequency, zero drift produces the output instability in order of
�10 ppm=day.

Fig. 3. The sampling{time pulse generator error

4. Conclusion

The paper proposes a double{conversion method for uniform sampling
of periodic signals based on successive f ! V and V ! f transformation.
This method provides high value of sampling frequency, high resolution of
frequency multiplication factor, and wide-band operation without stability
problems. Proposed structure provides a signi�cantly wider input signal
frequency range in comparison with the conventional PLL{based solutions
of frequency multiplication problem.

The performance evaluation con�rms the validity of described approach.
Frequency multiplication by any real number (determined with the rela-
tive error obtainable with the implemented hardware) is allowed, when it
is needed. The error lower than 20 �Hz=Hz in the range 45 Hz to 66 Hz
is achieved. For comparison, STPG based on programmable pulse{rate{
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divider providing similar performances should operate with the clock fre-
quency in order of GHz.

The objective of this paper is to present a new approach to the sampling{
time pulse generator design for high accuracy measurements of periodic
quantities in power systems. The new design is based on the open{loop
structure and o�ers equidistant sampling at high sampling rate.
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